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Make better decisions, faster



Making a quick, informed 
decision under pressure

Preparing yourself to make 
decisions under pressure
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Accept that “breaking news” 
is going to happen



Unexpected disruptions are 
going to happen,
and that’s okay.



Cultivate multiple modes for 
responding to situations



Breaking news Also breaking news

Planned event, unknown 
outcome

No way to know anything 
until it happens



Breaking News mode

Report quickly

Get key details right 

Meet a tight deadline

Assignment mode

Gather sources of info

Ask many questions

Plan full coverage



Scrappy mode

Act decisively

Communicate clearly

Create clarity for team

Scale mode

Set the broader vision

Implement processes

Empower others

Agile sprints Moments of crisis



Prepare for the news that’s 
likely to occur



To prepare for likely disruptions, ask yourself

What  disruptions or risks are likely to occur?
What can we do now to monitor those risks?
How can I prepare myself respond if that occurs?



Planning to respond to 
likely scenarios

Accepting that 
unexpected disruptions 
will occur

Identifying your “scrappy” 
and “scale” modes



Making a quick, informed 
decision under pressure



More information about 
“what” is happening is not 
necessarily what matters



Essential context

Relevant 
details



Thing happening

Why it
matters



THING HAPPENING



THING HAPPENING

Possible approach
Possible approach

Possible approach



THING HAPPENING

Possible approach
Possible approach

Panic silently and wait

❌ ❌

✅



Event

Team

Org

You

What’s happening?

What ELSE do you know?



Event

Team

Org

You

What is happening? Why? 
When: Deadlines? Time constraints?
[Implementation specifics, known or 

unknown!]

Who is available? What are their skillsets?
Is anyone looking for growth opps? 
How do they feel about their current work?
How do they feel about disruptions?
What are the organization’s goals?
What are the metrics that matter?
What are your boss’s expectations/goals?
What are your obligations?
What matters to you?
What outcome do you want?



It’s okay to be wrong; 
just make a correction.



Accept reality 
Identify who you are in “scale” and “scrappy” modes

Prepare for your team’s most likely disruptions

Use the inverted pyramid to get the full picture



Thank you!


